Ultix Launches Tair Rack: Revolutionary Inflatable Car Roof Rack Fit Most Car | Tool-Free Install | Easy to Remove | Small Packing Size

Ultix Tair Rack is an innovative inflatable car roof rack made of bike inner tube. It allows you to transport any sports equipment and bulky cargo easily on any vehicle. It takes just 5 minutes or less to install Tair Rack and it is entirely portable.

LONDON (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- Ultix Tair Rack is an innovative inflatable car roof rack made of bike inner tube. It allows you to transport any sports equipment and bulky cargo easily on any vehicle. It takes just 5 minutes or less to install Tair Rack and it is entirely portable.

“It was high time someone looked at the roof rack. They've been around for decades and yet there's been little, to any, improvement. We worked a lot with inflatable technology when we launched our wheel bags and we knew the combination of strength and a reduction in weight was the ideal answer,” Frank, Ultix.

Tair Rack is a simple, rugged roof rack which uses a material found inside bike tube to create a feather-light and yet roof rack. Initially designed to appeal to the skiing, snowboarding, surfing community, testing revealed that Tair Rack was suitable for a number of other functions and uses.

Tair Rack is a good design made simpler. There is no use of plastics and the rack itself folds down into a small bag which can be easily stored in even the smallest of boots.

Tair Rack also fits almost any car, regardless of make or model.

Protection and rigidity come from a special inflatable system made from bike inner tube waterproof material.

Tair Rack launches on Kickstarter on January 30th and early bird supporters can pick one for your approaching road trip.

Campaign Link: Click Here

You can find more by contacting Ultix here at contact(at)ultixoutdoors.com
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